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Two years of planning, risk assessing, organising, visa-applying, ticket booking,

passport renewing, room-share arranging, logo-designing and menu selecting finally

came to fruition this half term holiday, when thirty students and three teachers all

boarded a flight to New York City. It was the first time BBG had gone stateside, and

we had a fantastic time!

Our itinerary included watching Aladdin on Broadway, a dance workshop with one of the actors from the show,

a ferry ride to the Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island, an incredibly moving afternoon at the 911 Memorial

Museum and Ground Zero, and a lift ride to the top of the Rockefeller Center and a walk around Central Park.

And of course, there was lots of time for shopping, shopping, shopping, shopping, more shopping, and some

amazing meals at The Hard Rock Café, Bubba Gump Shrimp Co, and the Dallas Barbecue.

It was an amazing trip, and the students were great company. We don’t mind admitting that we missed them a

little bit when we got home… and we certainly missed counting them on and off the subway trains!

Now… where shall we go next????





Although Bonfire Night is a time to remember the Guy Fawkes Plot, there are many negatives to this occasion.

As well as safety risks, Bonfires that are made with the wrong materials, can impact the environment, human

health, and harm the wildlife in the area. 5-14% of UK dioxin emissions are produced around Guy Fawkes

Night, although most of this is believed to come from Bonfires, instead of fireworks.

How can you have a green Bonfire Night?

Build with natural wood

Look out for and protect wildlife

Choose eco-friendly fireworks

Avoid Sky Lanterns

Attend a public display

However you are celebrating Bonfire Night this year, I hope it is safe and enjoyable, whilst trying to impact less

on our precious environment.

Bonfire Night

Cerys 

Barson

This weekend will bring Bonfire Night Celebrations, but do we actually know why it is

such a celebrated tradition in our country?

Bonfire Night, often referred to as Guy Fawkes Night, is a tradition that

commemorates the failure of Fawkes’ Gunpowder Plot on November 5th, 1605. In

1606, an act was passed which declared November 5th to be recognised as a day of

thanksgiving in celebration of the fact that King James I’s life, among many others,

was spared that day.

Guy Fawkes, and a group of radical English Catholics tried to assassinate King

James I by attempting to blow up the Houses of Parliament. The Plot was discovered,

and all of the conspirators were executed.

Traditionally a ‘guy’ is built for a bonfire, and it is burnt as a way of remembering what

happened to Guy Fawkes over four hundred years ago. Before the ‘guy’ was burnt

children would take it around their local area and ask: ‘a penny for the guy.’ Toffee

apples, hot chocolate and hot dogs are also foods that are enjoyed by many at

celebrations.



How Does Social Media Affect Us?

Dexter 

Hughes

When your finger hovered over the ‘download’ prompt on your app store for that

social media app you’ve been wanting for ages, you probably wouldn’t have expected

it to change your life so drastically, for better or worse.

Social media draws you in with the promise of good laughs, chances to interact with

your friends outside of real life, and maybe chances to make friends you wouldn’t

know otherwise.

Unfortunately, social media is like a Trojan horse. On the outside, with its popularity

and promises (which, most of the time, are fulfilled) - it may seem enticing.

Hiding inside of this horse are negative effects on your mental health, fake news and

risks of cyberbullying, addiction and, with addiction, an over-reliance on social media

that could ultimately lead to bad grades.

Up first in my elaboration of these negative effects of social media is ‘fake news’.

Fake News

Earlier in my career as a BBG journalist, I wrote an article about fake news in which I stated that social media is

one of the worst sources for news – anybody can say anything – whether it’s fake or waffle (Or ‘fact or cap’ for

the TikTok addicts who let social media affect their choice of words and/or vocabulary), and true stories can

circulate in ‘trends’ until they’ve been twisted to the point of not a single detail being true. Many of these ‘facts’

that you hear about are just content creators running out of ideas and making things up themselves. Long story

short, when looking for news or information, look past social media. People really will take anything they see on

social media as true.

Replacing Other Hobbies - Addiction

If you spend (Or waste) most of your time on social media, it will replace more productive things you could be

doing with your time. If, after school, you’re gawping at ‘25 WAYS THE GOVERNMENT IS SPYING ON YOU –

NOT FAKE’ then you aren’t studying, reading, playing an instrument or whatever you can get something from.

Discrimination

Many people will, much like I said before, take anything that is said to them on social media, not stopping to

think about whether it’s true or, in this case, something you should listen to. Sometimes, the views of the people

whose videos you’re watching can be racist, homophobic, or can show any form of discrimination and these

views can rub off on their viewers.

Many trends on TikTok, for example, target the LGBTQ community and/or people of specific races – sometimes

these discriminatory videos are disguised as memes or jokes so that people will listen to them and repeat the

things said in the videos – whether they’re appropriate or not.

The Positives

There are some positives to social media. There’s never been an easier way to find cooking recipes – it's an

accessible way to find tips to improve your mental health, or tips for other things like hobbies or social

scenarios. It isn’t a bad thing to open an app, press a few buttons and have a meet-up scheduled with your best

friend in seconds, or to see the face of and speak to a relative who lives hundreds of miles away.

If you use social media responsibly, it’s great. Become addicted or over-reliant on it, start replicating dangerous

or irresponsible trends (Like vandalising or stealing school property, rushing into shops and taking the entire

supply of a specific item etc.) and it’ll make you worse for it.



Today saw the first revision workshop for our BBG

Pathfinders!

The session covered a whole heck of a lot – from

‘finding your WHY’ to ‘HOW to do it’ – with plenty of

time for self reflection throughout.

Students were able to ‘map’ their journey to the

GCSEs, identifying the steps that will have to be

taken – as well as potential pitfalls! – and the

support network they have around them to be more

successful.

We also looked at what it takes to make revision

effective – not just doing the same thing over and

over; but buying in to the revision cycle and varying

the types of revision that are being done!

Our final activity was outlining what things students

can do to BY THEMSELVES – not just to revise, but

also to provide themselves with the intrinsic

motivation necessary to keep that revision cycle

happening over more than one day / week / month,

etc.

The key messages for our students today will be

expanded on next Thursday at our GCSE Exam

Preparation Evening – with practical ideas for

revision being shared with students and carers

alike.

It begins!



THURSDAY, 10th NOVEMBER
Please join us for an evening of revision hints, tips, 
planning strategies and information regarding the 

2023 GCSE Exams.  

2023 GCSE EXAM 
Preparation Evening

Session Title Start Finish

Doors
5:00 5:15

Session 1 - Rationale
5:15 5:30

Session 2 – LEARN IT
5:30 5:45

Session 3 – DO IT
5:45 6:00

Session  4 – REVIEW IT
6:00 6:15

Session 5 – PLAN IT
6:15 6:30

PLEASE RSVP BY TUESDAY, 8TH NOVEMBER!







Year 7 and 8 Design rotations have completed this week. In Textiles students have worked hard to complete

their Lucy Sparrow inspired chocolate bar soft sculptures and Native American spirit animal wall hangings.





Year 11 student Georgina Baldwin is baking some fantastic cakes for friends and family and has set up her own 

home baking business. She has started well by achieving a grade 5 on her food safety and hygiene inspection.



Caleb Rhodes – Man of Steel

AWARDS NIGHT

Olly Gall – Most Improved

Will Wilkinson – Player’s Player

Well done boys, it is always fantastic to see

BBG students perform so well on the sports

field.



BBG student Iyran Walker won his home

fight on the Training Cave home show

on 15th October 2022. He beat his

opponent, fighting out of a gym in

Manchester, and won by unanimous

decision.

As a result of this win, Iyran will now

compete in the National Championships

in Newcastle. His next fight will be

November 13th.

Iyran also won the award "Fighter of the Night" which is voted on by all the coaches at the event.

Iyran’s coaches had this to say; "Iyran Walker was chosen as Training Caves Fighter of the Night. He boxed his

heart out and took revenge on an old rival who had previously beaten him. Well done Iyran for your

performance on the night but also for all your hard work and effort in the gym".

Iyran is seen as one of the hardest workers in the gym which has led to his continued success.



Over the past year Joshua has been to various police

assessments and was accepted as a Police Cadet in

August of this year.

Joshua is enjoying being part of the police family and

the different aspects that are involved in the cadets.

He hopes to study Public Services at college in

September with the intention of building a career in the
police force.

The last few weeks have seen

quite a few successes for some

of our Year 7 and 8 students.

Frasier Burmo of Year 7

competed in the Yorkshire

Individual Speed Cycling event

for his team, the Heckmondwike

Saints, and won his first medal.

We’d love to find out more about

this please Frasier!!

Noah Suggitt picked up coach’s

player of the year at the

Birkenshaw Bluedogs

presentation evening. On the

same night, Finn Dunn and

George Walker shared the most

improved player award.

Well done lads!



Key Stage 3

All Key Stage 3 students will study a Shakespeare play

this half term and develop their writing skills on a theme

linked to the play:

• Year 7 A Midsummer Night’s Dream/Dreams &

Ambitions

• Year 8 Macbeth/Leaders & Warriors

• Year 9 Twelfth Night/Gender politics

Leeds Playhouse will deliver workshops to some

students next week and Year 8 and Year 9 will watch a

live performance of their chosen play next week.

Year 11

As students prepare for the forthcoming

mock series in December, they will revisit

An Inspector Calls and A Christmas Carol

as well as practising English Language

Paper 2 Writer’s Viewpoints: reading and

writing.

Year 10

Students will study the 19th Century Novella ’A Christmas

Carol by Charles Dickens. Each week students will

develop their writing skills. The task will deepen their

understanding of a theme explored in the literature text

studied, for example whilst reading the novella they will

write creative pieces about celebrations and memories.

Students were given the homework task of learning

quotations over the two-week holiday from posters made at

the end of last term – look at these examples from Mr

Smith’s Year 10 students:



English Stars of the Week!

Amelia Kershaw scored 514 

points in October - the most 

in the school!
Kian Metcalf made the most 

progress in October.

Bedrock Superstars:

8P/En1 and 8P/En4 

were our top 

performing classes. 

The average points 

per student in this 

class was 89.

Word of the month:

apathetic

Savana Bailey-Chamberlain

9Q/En1, 9

3018

Evie Smales

9Q/En2, 9

3012

Ethan Harris

8P/En4, 8

2767

Megan Shaw

9Q/En4, 9

2622

Alasdair Robinson

9Q/En4, 9

2152

Drew Longbottom

8P/En1, 8

2022

Lewis Holroyd

8Q/En2, 8

1777

Cerys Barson

9P/En1, 9

1748

Pheobe Mortimer

9P/En1, 9

1713

Dexter Farmer

9Q/En1, 9

1654

Nathan Bromley

9Q/En2, 9

1628

Sophie Wallace-Thompson

9P/En4, 9

1623

Amber Ramm

9P/En2, 9

1552

Declan Hammond

8P/En1, 8

1543

Darcie Burgham

9P/En3, 9

1476

Lewis Woodcock

8Q/En4, 8

1456

Alfie Shuttleworth

9P/En4, 9

1315

Erin Pugh

8Q/En4, 8

1236



The BBG Bookcase recommendations for children to read and make

progress when reading. Statistically students that read independently

do better at school. Please encourage your children of all ages to

continue reading daily – 10 minutes before bedtime as a minimum will

make all the difference.

NB for parents/carers: Please check online reviews if you have

any queries about the suitability of a book before your child reads it.

Year 7



Year 8

NB for parents/carers: Please check online reviews if you have any queries about the suitability of a book 

before your child reads it.



Year 9

NB for parents/carers: Please check online reviews if you have any queries about the suitability of a book 

before your child reads it.



Year 11

NB for parents/carers: Please check online reviews if you have any queries about the suitability of a book 

before your child reads it.



Year 10

NB for parents/carers: Please check online reviews if you have any queries about the suitability of a book 

before your child reads it.



Year 9 Assessment

Mrs Sullivan’s two Year 9 groups have been studying the causes of War particularly WWI and WWII. They have

looked closely at the 4 MAIN causes namely militarism alliances, imperialism and nationalism. Here are some of

the responses from students about their interpretation

I believe that wars are caused by greed and the policy of appeasement because if Germany in 1939 had been

stopped by other countries then Hitler would have not become confident enough to invade Poland.--Kaydee

Wakerley

Wars are caused by countries thinking they are better than each other. Rivalry causes jealousy and countries

then turn to War to keep in power – Joe Murray

I think the wars were caused by power and bragging points .I think this because when a country feels in control

and has military advantages they then use this as a threat towards other countries. --Annabelle Russell

As part of Black History Month last term students learnt about Walter Tull, the first African-Caribbean mixed

heritage man to be commissioned as an infantry officer in the British Army. Walter Tull died aged 29 in 1918

while leading an attack on the Western front during the Second Battle of the Somme in March. Students were

shocked that after leading his company of 26 men to safety in Italy, Tull was cited for “gallantry and coolness”,

although he never received a Military Cross despite a petition supported by the former Tottenham striker Garth

Crooks.



Maths Puzzle Club

This week in Maths Puzzle Club, the students were competing with each other on an ultimate noughts and 

crosses.

If you want a go at this challenge, which is definitely harder than it looks, then follow this link to play against 

the computer:

https://www.transum.org/Software/Game/Ultimate/Noughts_And_Crosses.asp

Where maths meets... the world of work!

The AMSP (Advanced Maths Support 

Programme) is creating an exciting set of 

high-quality videos which showcase the 

maths in different careers. Each video is 

also linked to one or more activities, so 

students can get a real taste of what the 

career may entail.

Try being a Data Detective - Interpreting data | 
AMSP

https://www.transum.org/Software/Game/Ultimate/Noughts_And_Crosses.asp
https://amsp.org.uk/resource/interpreting-data


We could see from the wonderful Tweets that TeamBBG had a

fabulous Year 11 trip to Paris in the first week of the half term. Here

are some of the students' memories.

Jack Heaton (Year 11): On the first day of arrival after a long 15–

16-hour bus ride to pairs we arrived at the Château. On the first day

we went to a market and tested our French speaking on locals to try

and buy items and then had a big map to find the questions and win

a prize. On the second day we went to Disneyland and went on all

the big rides and had food with the excitement of going on all the

rides. Later throughout the holiday we went to the Eiffel tower and

visited central Paris and the Arc de Triomphe. We also went to a

town square where people got pictures of themself drawn in the

street whilst others got freshly made crêpes.

Harriet Clark (Year 11): On our trip to Paris, we had a fantastic time

and made the most of our trip. We put our French to the test at a

French market, had a truly magical day at Disney, and of course

had an amazing day of sight seeing in Paris, taking in the Eiffel

Tower, the Arc de Triomphe, Les Champs Elysées, Le Sacré Coeur

and my personal favourite, a ‘bateau mouche’ cruise along the river

Seine!

Our evenings were just as cultural and fun too. We enjoyed

making ‘les crêpes,’ tasting ‘les escargots’ and as well as playing

‘Million Pound Drop’ – not to mention the disco on the last night!

We had such a fun week. All in time for the French Speaking Mock

exams the first week back!

Freya Nolan (Year 11) - In the October holidays year 11s studying

French went on a trip to Paris, we visited Disney Land, Sacré

Coeur, Eiffel Tower, French markets and had a boat tour around

Paris on the Seine river. I really enjoyed this trip making memories,

singing our hearts out on the coach, having a laugh at the PGL

activities (especially the photo challenge). My favourite memory of

France is the disco night, dancing with all the people who really

made France the best trip and singing until our voices had gone (we

learned that the next morning), we also got to see a few moves from

the teachers. We got to interact with French locals and tried local

foods such as fresh baguettes and even snails. Despite the long

journey, which we spend doing boys makeup and playing “California

girls” on repeat, France was amazing!



Départ pour Paris – dans le car

Jour du marché Brie Comte Robert



Les super profs!

Des choses à 

visiter à  Paris! 



Disneyland, le paradis des 

grands et petits! 

Disneyland Paris et le centre 

de Paris! 



Teacher: Mme Djokovic

Mikey Garforth (Year 7) and Phoebe Nolan (Year 7) – for doing extremely well in French so far!

Teacher: Mrs Clough

Emma Rathmell (Year 11) and Harriet Clarke (Year 11) - Fantastic effort and achievement in 

the Y11 Speaking Mock

Teacher: Mrs Harburn

Bronwen Gibson-Fenton, Hannah Dodge and Sebastian Bartocha (Year 10) – for doing 

extremely well so far!

Teacher: Mrs Santry

Joe English (Year 9) and Amber Smith (Year 9) - Pleasing results in 40 word writing show good 

revision techniques. Well done !

Romeo Dixon (Year 9) – great progress this year in language skills and vocabulary acquisition 

Kayden Stuart (Year 7) – wants to be involved in the lesson and show me what he knows 



This has been a week of finishing off for classes in Year 7 and 8 Performing Arts. Year 7 have completed their

pesky pirate performances, incorporating freeze-frames, slow motion, looping and spoken thought. They have all

worked brilliantly this term, and the growth in confidence from the very first lesson to this week has been

astounding.

Year 8, meanwhile, have had their last full rehearsal lesson for their small group performances. The jump

between the short duologue scripts they performed in Year 7 and the longer group performances they have

begun Year 8 with is very challenging, but their progress has been awesome. The students will be assessed next

week on their interpretation, voice projection, movement and line-learning, and we can’t wait to see their final

performances.

Year 9 Performing Arts students continue to amaze me with their commitment to making progress this year. This

week the drama cohort have each written and memorised a short monologue based on a character who is a

refugee. Some have written about the decision to leave their homes, some have chosen to speak about life in a

refugee camp, and others about the journey to safety, but all have been expressive and emotive. The music

cohort have begun to compose a soundtrack to the opening scene of the performance, which will be an

instrumental piece which builds tension and creates atmosphere. This group have also worked incredibly well.

This whole performance will be spectacular to watch when it is complete.



The focus of film club this term has been diversity and therefore, every week we have watched a different film

which relates to diversity. Some examples include Divergent, Hidden Figures, Black Panther and Coco.

At the end of the term, students were challenged with becoming film critics and writing a review for a film of their

choice, including how the film of their choice relates to diversity. Below are some examples of work students

created.

Next term’s topic is morality, and we are excited to see what students produce.



Year 9 and 10 students have been studying conservation of mass.

The law of conservation of mass states that during chemical

reactions or a change of state, no atoms are created or destroyed.

Therefore, the total mass of products equals the mass of reactants.

Students predicted the

mass of the iron would

increase and the iron end of

the balance would move

down. By adding (reacting)

oxygen atoms to the iron

atoms, it would become

heavier (iron oxide would

be formed).

Students carried out a 

range of experiments 

predicting  and explaining 

whether mass was 

conserved. 

We investigated whether the mass of iron wool would 

increase, decrease or stay the same, when heated with 

a Bunsen burner.

Iron reacts with oxygen to form iron 

oxide.

Fe(s) + O2(g) FeO(s)



Kayne Steel

Present in lessons, with a 

desire to learn and make 

progress as we prepare for 

the January exam

Jack Wilson

Great attitude and 

commitment to completing 

his coursework

Dylon Rider

Present in lessons, with a 

desire to learn and make 

progress as we prepare for 

the January exam

Tom Butterfield

Present in lessons, with a 

desire to learn and make 

progress as we prepare for 

the January exam

Elissia Bull

Present in lessons, with a 

desire to learn and make 

progress as we prepare for 

the January exam

Libby Kershaw

Present in lessons, with a 

desire to learn and make 

progress as we prepare for 

the January exam

Riley Glover

Present in lessons, with a 

desire to learn and make 

progress as we prepare for 

the January exam

Alfie Parkin

Excellent knowledge recall





Sam Avison Mae Barbor Bella Campbell Roshni Chatha Jayden Coope

Sonny Duree Polly Enright Lincoln 

Fagborun

Poppy Fielding Mileigh

Goldthorpe

Isaac Letham Jerry Moloney Will Parkinson Jordan Pollard Declan Preston

Patrick Shotton Patrick Smith Noah Suggitt Taryn Sykes Daisy Todd

Lillianna Wight Lucy Bracewell Faith Calvert Mason Fallas-

Keighley

Bailey Gammell

Leah Hardy Harvey Jones Agata Kapowicz Ben Lee Lennnon

Scholfield

Ruby Skukoqski Adam Slater Ajani Sodeyi Esther Thronton Logan Thorpe

Charlie Turpin Eden Vital Timothy Walker Oliver Ward Mia Wilby

Lewis Woodcock Max Wragg Jessie Brown Marnie 

Butterfield

Jake Crane

Daniel Ewart Luke Hatherly Rosa Hepworth Rose Hodgson Harry Johnson

Beth Jones Bailey Kay Bella Kerr Lennon Lister Benjamin 

Murrock

Amber Ramm Lilly-Grace Selby Evie Smales Harry Smart-

Raine

Sebastian Walker

Holly Wilkinson Scarlett 

Coubrough

Millie Crick Izzy Dawson Jack Dawson

Bethany 

Edwards

Benjamin 

England

Olly Farrar Libby Fielding Lewie Firth

Rosie Flanagan Ruby Haigh Emily-Grace 

Hainsworth

Eluisa Hannam Steffan Lewis

Praise goes to……



Bradley North Laura Parker Morgan Reisis Lewis Rider Scarlett 

Rushworth

Zoe Watson Jessica Wright Qabid Alade Sophie Archer Leah Blakeley

Illia Boiko Ethan Caesar Emily English Jacob Gagg Dylan Grimshaw

Thomas Holland Teigan-Rose 

Hudson-Wood

Thomas Keating Holly Kershaw Laura 

Kosarewicz

Millie Lavin Asiya Mayet Adam McAllister Joshua Parker Logan Parry

Kayne Steel Abigail Taylor Kiera Voyce Isobel Watson

Praise goes to……



Perdy Midgley Dylon Rider Georgina 

Baldwin

Gemma Davies-

Carr

Ruby Hilton

Daniel Hirst Jack Jones Libby Kershaw Evie Liley Jakub Mordak

Freya Nolan Ella O’Brian Hannah Rathmell Molly Thurstan Darcey Arnold

Ellis Bull Jason Catton Lucas Dawson Olivia Dunne Stevie Fisher

Olivia Hawkshaw Elliot Jackson Joe Lingard Cameron 

Moorhouse

Emilia Stockhill

Ruby Woodcock Cerys Barson Adam Boocock Gabriel Boselli Logenn Brown-

Hache

Freddie Davis Sam Durrant Dexter Farmer Jess Hill Noah Jackson

Elissa Kilburn Henry Miles Hannah Porter Annabelle 

Russell

Samuel Tempest

Maisy Austin Ella Burton Mia English Declan 

Hammond

Oliver Henstock

Harry Jubb Vaughn Lewis Seth Pierpoint Sebastian 

Prescott

Matilsa Skelly 

Steward

Tabitha Smith Remi Trott Neve Whittaker Jessica Wrigth Josselin Adams

Maisie Alder Laurie Bowen Alyssa Brierley Imagen Dalby Noah Hwndry

Amelia Kershaw Oliver Longstaff William Mason Dexter Mitchell Lexie Pennington 

Hunter

Gracie Thronton Harry Walmsley Isabel Watson

Praise goes to……



CONGRATULATIONS 
T O  Y O U  A L L !

FREYA BARSTOW
For being so kind to 

others, a great friend and 
having a positive outlook

JERRY MALONEY
A great week and a 

positive start to the half 
term

IMOGEN DALBY
For throwing herself into 

everything and always 
trying her best

AMELIE BATES
For coping with school 
with a broken foot, and 

doing so with a huge 
smile!

JAMIE DURRANT
For welcoming new 
students and being 

supportive of others

JAYDEN GANGENI
For always trying his 

best and being a great 
student

ELLIOT GRAYSHON
For making really 
positive changes



Julian 

Ostrowski
For having a positive end to the last half 
term but also returning with the same 

attitude and mindset as he left with. Julian 
has made a good start to the new half 

term; he is making great progress in various 
ways around the academy.

Ella Nolan
Ella has had a great start to this half term. She 
has made great progress in different subjects 
but also generally around school. She is a very 
polite, well mannered and mature young lady. 

Well done, Ella.

Jessica 

Scarborough
Jessica has had a brilliant last half term; this 

has also continued into this half term. She is a 
polite young lady to staff and her peers 

around the academy. She consistently makes 
good progress in her subjects. Well done, 

Jessica.



NOAH
MIDDLETON

A huge improvement 
since returning 

back to lessons. Polite 
and ready to work. 

Well done!

MEGAN SHAW

Impressive work in 
Science of late.

HANNAH
PORTER

Hannah keeps an 
immaculate planner 

and always 
demonstrates a positive 

attitude.

WILLIAM COLES

Fabulous work in 
Applied Resilience of 

late.



CHARLIE HOARE

MUSA MAYET

HOLLY MOORE

Gaining over 700 stamps

Positive mindset and hard work

Making progress in lessons

Working hard in all lessons

Great progress in all subjects

Making progress in lessons

GEORGE TONNER

Working well in lessons

Positive attitude in lessons

KHYE GILDER

JOE LINGARD

LOLA THOMPSON

JOE BATLEY



STARS OF THE WEEK
TIANA McCUE, DANIEL HIRST AND ELLE KNOWLES

Tiana is always so lovely and working hard 
towards her goals.

Elle is enjoying success in many subjects and 
working hard towards her future.

Daniel is an all round superstar who will 
undoubtedly enjoy success this year.









Chicken Kathi 
Roll 

All American 
Cheeseburger 

with Burger 
Sauce

Marmalade 
Glazed 

Bangers 

Breaded 
Chicken Katsu

Hand Battered 
Fish

Chana Saag 
(Spinach & 
Chickpea 

Curry)

Deep South 
Tomato Pie 

Somerset Stew 
with Cheddar 

& Parsley Mash

Veggie Thai 
Green Curry

Veggie Mince 
& Pea Slice

Wholegrain 
Rice Cabbage 

Thoran
(Sauteed 
Coconut 

Cabbage)

Paprika 
Wedges 

Ranch Slaw 

Mash Roasted 
Carrots

Lime & 
Coriander Rice 

Sesame & 
Garlic Green 

Beans 

Chips Peas 

Week commencing 7 November











https://parentview.ofsted.gov.uk/

Ofsted Parent View questions

My child is happy at this school My child feels safe at this school

The school makes sure its students are well behaved My has been bullied and the school dealt with the 
bullying quickly and effectively

The school makes me aware of what my child will 
learn during the year

When I have raised concerns with the school they 
have been dealt with properly

Does your child have special educational needs 
and/or disabilities (SEND)?

The school has high expectations for my child

My child does well at this school The school lets me know how my child is doing

There is a good range of subjects available to my child 
at this school

My child can take part in clubs and activities at this 
school

The school supports my child’s wider personal 
development

I would recommend this school to another parent 
(yes or no)

https://parentview.ofsted.gov.uk/


Free online safety

resources and training

for parents



Free online safety

resources and training

for parents



Mercedes Trott

Superb referring and 

coaching in rugby

Declan Preston

Great effort and 

progress in badminton 

and rugby this week

Joshua Dalby

Great effort and 

progress in badminton 

and rugby this week

Jorja Ellis

Brilliant attitude in GCSE 

PE



Joel Watson

Fantastic attitude and 
effort in PE. Joel made 

some great progress during 
his badminton lesson and 

was playing with a smile on 
his face, well done!

Charlie Turpin

Great attitude in rugby 
training, encouraging 
fellow students whilst 

working at a high level.

Mathew Shields

Big improvement in all 
areas of his rugby 

development

Timothy Walker
For making great progress 
in PE. Timothy's attitude is 

good towards PE and he 
will always try new sports. 
Great mindset, well done 

Timothy



Isabella Johnson

Great enthusiasm and 
effort in dance

Maddison 

Goldthorpe
Great engagement in 
GCSE theory and has 
shown resilience and 

progress in GCSE practical 
when trampolining.

Bella Kerr

Fantastic effort in rugby

Lily Pailing

Fantastic effort in rugby





BBG ACADEMY

Available to all students

Fully washed and ironed 

Please contact reception

Options: 

Get new (used) items 

Swap for a larger/smaller size Donate old 

uniform

Please email: uniform@bbgacademy.com







Year 7 v St John Fisher (A) Thursday 
10 November

Year 8 Festival at Old Brodlians
Wednesday 9 November

Year 9, 10 and 11 v South Craven 
(A)

Wednesday 9 November

Year 11 v St John Fisher (A) 
Thursday 10 November

7aside tournament Wednesday 9th 
November @ MFG

Year 7 v Brayton, Featherstone and 
Rodillian TBC

U13 Girls v Castle Hall 
TBC

Year 9 Rugby Festival at Rastrick
BBG 10-0 Trinity
BBG 10-0 NHGS

BBG 25-0 Whitcliffe

Year 7 - 2nd place in SPEN 
tournament, losing due to golden 

goal!

Year 11 v MFG 
TBC

Year 9 Rugby Festival at Rastrick
BBG 10-0 Trinity
BBG 10-0 NHGS

BBG 25-0 Whitcliffe

Year 10 
Lost against Ilkley A 15-12
Won against Ilkley B 10-5

Year 10 Football
BBG 3 -0 Whitcliffe

Year 8 – 1st place in SPEN 
tournament!








